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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognize their continuing connection to
land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.
Bidjigal and Gadigal people lived in and around the Clovelly /Coogee area.
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Australia's Sydney announces "Freedom Day" after 106 days in
Covid lockdown.

“Free the child's potential and you
will transform him into the world.”

What’s buzzing?
Events and special
day’s from October to
December
October

Our Clovelly children are free to move around the room, and move from one activity to the next.
4 Labour day
Children who move around the room are more likely to choose purposeful work when they have
5 School photos
fulfilled their need for activity. In consequence, by allowing freedom of movement, children learn to 7 School photos
explore their environment; and therefore discover their interests.
11 Freedom day

Freedom of choice

16 AGM zoom
27 Art auctions begin digitally
28 Staff meeting

Freedom of choice is fundamental to our approach. This is because choice allows children to discover
their needs, interests and abilities. Furthermore, freedom of choice encourages children to be
November
engaged in their learning, and thus discover the outcome of the activity.

Freedom of time
Freedom of time allows children to work with the same material for as long as they like. In effect,
this encourages children to learn at their own pace, develop the skills of concentration, and learn
patience to wait their turn.

Freedom to repeat

December

Free flow indoor/outdoor cycle gives our children the opportunity to work with materials and
achieve success through practice. Furthermore, through repetition, children learn to self-correct and
January
problem solve.

Freedom to communicate
We encourages communication in the classroom. Children learn to discuss activities, problem solve,
and develop their social skills.

Freedom to make mistakes
3

“Only through freedom and environmental experience is it practically possible for human development to occur.” “To stimulate life, leaving it free, however, to unfold itself–that is the first duty of the educator.”

How does freedom within limits benefit the child?
Freedom within limits encourages children to become respectful members of their
classroom community. Through real life experience, students learn that freedom is
choosing to do what is best for themselves and others. In conclusion, freedom within
limits teaches children how to become independent and confident learners who respect
the rules of their freedom.

What is freedom within limits?
Freedom within limits is an empowering concept. It embraces the notion of the child as
an explorer who is capable of learning and doing for themselves.
At Clovelly childcare we encourage freedom within limits through the design of our
prepared environment. Especially relevant is the low open shelves, logically ordered
activities, and child-friendly work spaces of the Montessori classroom. In effect, this
encourages the child to move freely around the classroom, and choose their own work
within limits of appropriate behaviour. These limits are the manifestos of our centre.
.
What are the limits of in our spaces and places
We have three visionary statements for our centre
We respect self and others
We respect the earth
We respect our places and spaces at Clovelly .
This means taking care of all things living and non-living within the environment
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To risk or not to risk? That is the question
As early childhood educators, our fundamental role is to care for, educate and nurture other people's young children. Naturally we need to protect them from harm,
however we've also got to give them the freedom to explore new experiences and challenges, and venture into territory that isn't one hundred per cent safe.

This is called risky
play and it's
increasingly
becoming
recognized as an
important
developmental
opportunity for
young children.
During Beach/Bush
Kindy , our Clovelly
children have first
hand experience
while we take a
look at what risky
involves, the key
benefits and how to
create more
opportunities for
children to
experience risky
play without
compromising their
safety

•

At beach/bush kindy our children Jura, Sammy Alfie and George wanted to climb trees

Our children are free to
determine their own sense
of risky play.
Educators at Clovelly
childcare centre facilitate
spaces and places that
balance freedoms and
limits
True freedom cannot exist
without safe limits

Iggy watched the others
balance and discover how safe
it was to balance on a tree
branch.

Trial and error was the learning
process for all the children.
Sammy learns to trust and
understand his own ability

At first Iggy was hesitant to
even climb the lowest
branches .. but with some
support and seeing his peers
he was soon climbing with
confidence alongside others

After
gaining
some
confidence
in scaling
the heights
of the tree,
the boys
then
extended
their play
adventure
by
shimmering
up a very
narrow tree
trunk to the
fence
edging .
When they
finally got to
the high
ledge , they
both cried
out with
glee, and in
unison, said
" we’re king
of the
castle"

•According to Ellen Beate Hansen Sandseter, a
professor at Queen Maud University in Trondheim,
Norway, there are six different categories of risky
play:
•Great heights:
•Rapid speeds:
•Dangerous tools:
•Dangerous elements:
•Rough and tumble: .Disappearing/getting lost:

Children climb trees and other structures to scary heights, from which they gain a birds-eye view of the world and the thrilling feeling of I did it!

There are many opportunities for jumping at beach kindy

This whole
experience
lasted over
40 min
with very
little
teacher
interventio
n apart
from giving
a few a leg
up the
start of the
narrow
tree, and
spotting
the huge
jumps they
did !

At Clovelly childcare centre we create many ,many opportunities for risky play: Please see how we do this below match the points with the
•1 We are gender equal: We actively try to change the bias that boys to be messy little adventurers more than they do with girls.
•2 So we treat everyone equally by commenting when any child pushes their boundaries and leaves their comfort zone.
•3 Little Tradies: Under supervision, we let children use woodwork benches with real tools and accessories such as hammers, nails and screws.
•4 Food preparation: We encourage children to help educators cut up fruit or other items or take part in cooking things like pizzas, or damper on a fire pit to help educate about fire safety.
•5 Excursions: We take children on outings to places like the bush or beach to explore nature and navigate things like road safety and not getting lost.
•6 Loose parts play: We give children items such as plastic pipes, milk crates, large reels, ropes, pulleys, wooden boxes, sticks and logs to play with.
•7 Allow physical play: we let kids climb, jump, chase each other and challenge their unique individual physical skills.
•8 Encourage creativity: We Allow the use of playground equipment in non-traditional ways, such as going up the slide and not down it.
•9 Support always: Give children the opportunity to solve and make decisions with your support.

Thanks to Family, Psychology Today and Early Years Outdoor Education for their info and tips on risky play with children.
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•Under supervision,this is another example of how we let children use woodwork benches with real tools and accessories
such as hammers, nails and screws to build our own snack tables

Exploring Identity and Self - Emotional Intelligence

Joeys 2021 Baby kangaroo
Preparing for school can look like a list of ‘tick boxes
that if not met, can make the child feel, already
behind the front foot and disadvantaged. Therefore,
by eliminating the tick box system & taking a more
holistic and realistic approach of the child, works
much better.
Instead of being tempted to ensure that your child can hold their pencil correctly in the
pincer grip or colour completely within the lines or tie one’s shoes up, perhaps by looking
through the lens of your child’s emotional intelligence, may shift your perspective:
What is this you may ask?
1) Does your Joey have a vocabulary for their feelings? “I feel sad, hurt, upset, happy” if they
can or are working towards this, every emotion word learnt is a new tool for future emotional
intelligence.
2) Is your Joey developing self-awareness? Can they recognise their own strengths or things
they are already good at? Are you able to support their growing confidence particularly
during the end of lockdown? These are all ways of growing self-awareness.
3)Can you see your child showing empathy as being ‘with’ others? When someone is hurt or
feeling sad by another, we will always encourage the child to ask, “Are you okay?” instead of
insisting on saying “I’m sorry”. “I’m sorry” can be seen as a quick Band-Aid that can fix all
situations but lacks politeness and grace. Asking are you okay is acknowledging to the hurt
child that you are open to their feedback on how one feels “no that really hurt me/made me
feel sad”.
4) Can your child make eye contact? We have seen a sparked interest in “news time” within
the Joey room. Creating a safe, voluntary space to talk, share and or listen has given great
confidence and learnt skills about how to speak in a group environment. This must feel very
empowering to our growing Joeys.
So, let’s toss out the check lists and create a sanctuary for our children to continue to thrive
and become the best versions of themselves, by inspiring
life readiness instead of school readiness.
Rebecca and Jodie

As the year draws to an end, our children meet another time of transition and change. Many of our Joeys choose to draw
themselves and their favorite things throughout the day, however we decided to take a closer look at ‘oneself’ by
drawing self-portraits, things that ‘make them happy’ and families.
Feelings are often discussed, both as larger groups and within spontaneous teachable moments throughout our day. In
recent weeks, these have also been linked to colors and what they may represent – happiness, sadness, growth, warmth,
etc. Alongside their friends, the Joeys drew how they see themselves, their favorite things and the people they love.
Among many, many fun drawings, Frankie, Rosa, Tilly and Taja made sure they drew crowns on their heads, Connie
coloured in every dress, Ollie and Otis B drew all the members of their families, Xander drew himself ‘holding something
cool’ next to his Mum, and Alby drew the all the brains in his head!
We embrace all forms of ‘being’, ‘knowing’ and ‘doing’, and encourage our children to step up and help their friends in
need, taking a ‘kindness and strengths based approach’ to their play. This includes positive guidance, problem solving,
negotiation, observation and collaboration. As some of our children are moving to Primary School next year, a strong
sense of identity is core to their developing wellbeing and self. We will continue to use line, shape, form, and
representation in art as a form of expression.

The art of playing games
Throughout the year, the Joeys have shown a
great interest in board games, which inspired
the creation of our very own twister. They
worked together and collaboratively painted the
circles different colours, as well as painting their
own hands and feet for the spinner. When
playing the game, the children developed their
understanding of their left and right, improved
their balance and coordination, and practiced
their patience skills when taking turns.

The Benefit of connecting art and nature.
•

•

In the Joeys room, we créate magical “ places and spaces” where children learn with
donde and curiosity.

•

This promotes independant Learning

•

Our clay space is a place where children have the opportunity to connect with nature

•

Using clay connects children to an important natural resource that has been used to
créate art objects for thousands of years.

•

By using this natural resource wisely, children can learn about sustainability practices
such as reusing and recycling materials to create new artworks .

•

Clay experiences gives children another language for expressing their thoughts, ideas
and emotions.

•

Clay work time makes it posible for children connect heads & hearts through a sensory
artistic experience.

•

Working with clay provides children a positive way to express their emotions. It lends
itself for therapeutic benefits for children to just sit calmly and relieve stress

•

Children can use their hands, imagination and creativity in an unhurried way,

• Clay is a Multi sensory experience. Children are
exposed not only to touch, but also to smell, sounds
and sight.
• By Victoria

“art et natura.”

2 ducks and a 1 chicken
First there were 3 birds and then were 2.
•

The Birds, Sally Anderson and I were humming along nicely. Sally would put them away if I was on earlies
and on Thursdays and I would bring them home on the weekends for a well-deserved R&R.

•

Everything was going fine.

•

Then a few weeks ago on a Saturday morning I noticed that Blackie was unwell with her tail down and she
wanting to find somewhere dark to sit. I attended to her every need throughout the day not paying much
attention to Ickle and Stormy who seemed fine. It was about 3.00pm when I went to check on Ickle and
found her dead under the hibiscus. Stormy was near by just standing and quacking quietly to himself. I was
so sad that I had not noticed that she was unwell and started to second guess myself about what went
wrong. Had I feed them something that they shouldn’t have had? It was too late to take her to the vet but I
was concerned because both females were sick at the same time!

•

I was devastated that our little flock had lost its favourite member and didn’t quite know how to tell the
Joey’s about the loss. I put it off for a few weeks and then one wet day I explained that Ickle had became
sick and had died. Frankie, Taja, Jana and Jura all took to the drawing table and busied themselves with
drawings of Ickle. It was very interesting to observe how the Joey’s reacted. I overheard a conversation
between Jana & Taja, Taja explained to Jana that she was not expecting the news; Jana agreeing it was
very unexpected.

•

I have looked into re-homing Stormy but I’m finding it too hard to part with him, as he is much loved the
children at Clovelly and me of course! One option is to find 2 new females in the new year, but this is still
up for discussion as if this happens they will have to stay permanently at Clovelly as the logistics of moving
them backwards and forwards would become to complicated.

•

I have had Blackie and Stormy at home since with the occasional visit to the Joey’s. At the moment I have
to keep Blackie and Stormy separate, as male drakes have been known to attack and harm female
chickens. Blackie is safe when Stormy has a girlfriend, if you know what I mean.

•

To be continued…Sally Kenny

Some drawings by the Joeys to express their sadness when Ickle became sick
and died

Caring for animals Enrich the Classroom Experience
Even children with no exposure to animals or nature in their home environment can see, feel, touch and make connections to the wide world of animals.
Observing and caring for an animal instills a sense of responsibility and respect for life.
Animals brings increased sensitivity and awareness of the feelings and needs of others—both animals and humans.
Children learn that all living things need more than just food and water for survival.
Our children will see directly how their behavior and actions affect others.
Studies show that the presence of animals tends to lessen tension in the classroom.
Health and mental- well being
Studies also showed that children turn to animals for emotional well-being, with 40% of children choosing pet companionship when feeling down. Children were also found to seek out their pets when feeling tired,
upset, scared or lonely. “Being around animals is extremely good for children”, says Dr. Harvey Markovitch, pediatrician and editor of The Archives of Disease in Childhood. “They’re good for morale, and teach children
about relationships and about the needs of another living being – learning to care for a pet helps them to learn how to care for people”. Studies show caring for pets aids in improving school attendance and teaching
children about discoveryhealth.com

Beach Kindy
There’s endless opportunities for free play, thinking and
imagination - so we always have fun at the beach.

“Research shows that
play based learning and
spending time in nature
are beneficial to children’s
health and mental wellbeing.” (Well & Evans
2003)

Last week we discovered “Warrigal
Greens” and you can see in the above
picture the “Joeys” happiness smelling
it!

The opportunities for
learning during and
following Beach Kindy are
plentiful eg we discover
new flora and fauna, learn
about weather/tides and
local bush tucker. We also
spend time interpreting
local signs/maps and
connecting with our
community.

•

We made several stops on our way to
the beach eg we stopped at the park
sign – some “Joeys” spontaneously
mentioned the letters they recognised
and we spoke about what the sign
said.

We also stopped at “Gallery East”
as the artwork in the window
caught our eyes.

We encourage
the “Joeys” to
be curious and
to REALLY look
around
Opportunities
for questions
and
investigation
are always
abundant and
we foster
children’s
curiosity and
inquisitive
thinking.

“It’s the journey, not the destination.”

Plateenas 2021 - Baby platypus
Welcome to the last Plateenas newsletter of the year. Carrying on from our newsletter in July, we continue to embed the three themes explored then:
•
•
•

Holistic learning, focusing on the physical and emotional, mental aspects of learning
Following the D’harawal (local indigenous mob) Seasons
Addition of the Atelier to our Places and Spaces.

•
•

•

Our holistic learning continues to
deepen. We continue to use deep breathing
to calm down our parasympathetic system,
using the analogy of “smell the Lilly Pilli’s
(breath in) and blowing the leaves (breathe
out). We use this often at group times to
settle the children, and individually. Since
the introduction of the breathing technique
in July we have noticed, the children have
started to use this we technique to selfregulate. One parent even told me their
child told the Mum (who was frazzled) …
“mummy breathe in and breathe out’!
Holistic Learning

Hugs also continue to be part of our holistic
practice, and have become a common
emotive expression, both between children
and between children and teachers
(initiated by children of course). This is
especially true when children or teacher is
joining the room, with children already
settled running up to friends/teachers and
giving them a hug. We have also noticed
the children using hugs to comfort friend’s
when upset (great way of developed their
empathy). In rare instances when a child is
upset and their friends can’t help, a teacher
will ask if they would like a big hug, in
which case we wrap our loving arms around
them until they feel safe and ready to carry
on. There is definable loving peaceful
feeling in the room.

Following the D’harawal Seasons
We continue to embed local indigenous
practices within our curriculum. We
have found following the six D’harawal
seasons to be a natural addition to our
curriculum. They have helped our
observation skills of what is happening
in our area locally, e.g. seasons we have
followed so far have naturally alerted us
to the things happening in nature
locally. For example, in the Time of
Wiritjribin (July August), the Flowering
of the Marraciúo (Gossamer Wattle), a
parent sent us in a video of the
flowering Marraciúo they saw on a bush
walk.
We have currently been studying The
Time of Ngoonungi (Grey-Headed Flying
Fox), with the accompanying flower
being Miwa Gawaian (Red Waratah).
We have learnt that it is the emblem of
the State of NSW. The children have
been drawing beautiful interpretations
of the Miwa Gawaian .

Likewise, the drawing table and painting outdoors, seasonal art experiences have become an area that is self-driven by the children. We have seen a growth in the
skills in drawing: the complexity of design, better pencil /paintbrush grip and more sustained time in creation.

Dharawal Times of the Day

The organic addition of
the D’harawal seasons
has inspired us to
introduce the Dharawal
Times of the Day. We
started with the
Teaching Tree, which we
have renamed the
Learning Tree.
Traditionally this time of
the day was w hen
children would sit under
a teaching tree (a large,
spreading tree with
branches that touch the
ground) with their aunts
and Grandmothers, who
would tell them stories,
and explain to them the
law and lessons within
these stories. The
learning tree has
become a popular
embedded space, where
children relax and read
books or just chill and
chat to our friends.

Along with these experiences, children throughout the centre have also explored the
local ndigenous D’harawal seasonal changes through music. The current season is the
time of the Ngunoongi (Grey headed flying fox). This time of the year, the weather is
cool, becoming warm and in the evenings, the ngunoongi migrate to the coastal areas to
feed on fruit during the night. The children and I have had discussions about looking out
to spot them flying over head in the early evening. We have also explored some
indigenous and non indigenous music celebrating the ngunoongi and have used the
ngunoongi as a character during musical group times and transitions.
Written by luke

Widaburra

•the daily cycle (gamaruwamumu);

The successful embedding of the learning tree emboldened us to add another Time of the Day, Widaburra (Early Morning) This was traditionally the time of the day the Dhárawal woman and
children would set out with dillybags, gathering fruit and berries, digging for yams and bulbs. If a lone kangaroo is taken, it would be prepared during this time. While we don’t have kangaroo to
hunt, we do have lots of indigenous herbs to gather, and that combined with our super chef

Ev has led to cooking with Ev, every Tuesday and Thursday morning. Even after a few weeks the children have been looking forward to Widaburra . We have baked cake, infused with orange rind,
cookies infused with our native prickly thyme and a chocolate cake to name a few. The children have been very kind, suggesting larger baking cakes to share with other rooms. They are enjoying the
smells of the fresh baking, as I’m sure we can all relate too. This time of the day has also been a very successful addition to following the more indigenous times of the day, and we look forward to
adding a new time of the day soon.

• Atelier
•

The Atelier spaces we focused on in July, the Clay Table, the Drawing table, and the Light table, have all exceeded expectations. In the July newsletter we had a goal of creating space which was “a place of
wonder, awe and excitement that invites children to research, explore, test out theories, investigate, encourages self-expression and builds confidence.”

•

Observing how the children use the Atelier I feel they have achieved the above. The Clay table has been amazing, becoming an embedded part of our practice. The space is so successful it functions
independently of teachers (apart from us putting out fresh clay and the slurry). The children drive their own learning, they source their own resources, often what has gifted us by nature, such as leaves,
twigs, and seeds. The creations they produce are as individual as the child, and I personally find them quite inspiring. Children also use the space to recalibrate their senses when they want a little Zen time,
and as a settling device.

Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day
teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime” - old Navajo Proverb
•

The third addition to the Atelier is the Light box/semitransparent coloured magnetic shapes. To begin with
children would make simple structures using two or three
shapes, which would invariably collapse, then the child would
leave. Over time children started to spend more time
building, and as they built more complex structures, using up
more and more magnetic shapes. The resultant structures
are both complex designs, using multiple angles and heights,
and visually pleasing. Additionally, they have the skill of
perseverance. If part of the structure collapses, they rebuild.

•

Perseverance is a key learning disposition for learning. It is a
way of learning that looks at the child’s ability to be selfmotivated and lifelong learners in an ever-changing world.
•

:

Puggles - baby echidna
Over the past few months, we have watched our Puggles continue to display a
strong sense of self.
Our main area of focus is to provide an environment that allows the children the
opportunity to feel safe, secure, and supported to enact their learning always.

Learning through country in our
room is inspired by 6 seasons
Ngoonungi season (September-October)
The time of the gathering of the flying
foxes. A magical time of the year when the
flying foxes gather in the darkening skies
over D'harawal Lands. They come in from
the north-east, the north, the north-west
and the west, and swirl over the Sydney
area in a wonderful, sky-dancing display just
after sunset, before setting off for the nighttime feeding grounds to the south.

We have been encouraging the children as of
late to identify their emotional needs and
navigate such emotions both on their own and
in a supported and controlled environment.
Through the ever-loved story ‘The colour
monster’ we have adapted methods and
trialled such processes from the book that work
for our Puggles to aid in supporting the
children to regulating their emotions. The book
tells a wonderful story of the monsters’
emotions and gives clear visual representations
of emotions through colour.

“Breathing in I calm my body
Breathing out I smile and relax”
We are excited to introduce other methods of how to help regulate our Puggles emotions.
Through the story of the colour monster we have incorporated and took our own interpretation of the emotion
bottles, we created sensory bottles in the colours following the book to be used as both a sensory enjoyable prop
and a potential tool for the children to use as a communication tool to assist them in identify their emotions.

The colour monster has had a fantastic influence on guiding the children to regulate their emotions. The GREEN colour monster who represents calmness has guided our breathing
techniques and encouraged afternoon yoga sessions.

Through both the children’s initiative and our desire to provide the children with the skills to regulate their emotions we found ourselves on the journey to delve deeper in
understanding how breathing techniques can help children beginning from the Puggles age group. As adults we know the importance of breathing and the calming properties it offers
so we have encouraged the children to adapt this technique when needed. We have found many of the children are aware of breath work and have adapted this to regulating
themselves, we have even had children offer the technique to their peers in times of sadness and need.

Exciting transitions!
We have seen many wonderful transitions over the past
few months, our Puggles continue to build upon their
interdependence and sense of agency I everyday
experiences. We now enter the stage of toileting and
‘big beds’ for some of our older Puggles. With the
support of their peers the children have met these
transitions with ease and a strong sense of self.

.

Welcoming Siblings and building upon our empathy and compassion development.
This year we had many new members join our Puggles families as new babies have been and are due to be born in the coming weeks. Throughout the year, we
have seen many children engaged in the role of caretaker when in play episodes alongside baby dolls. When children engage in this form of play, they are
transferring skills they have learnt from one context and transferring it to another. From our observations over the past year this form of play has played a
fundamental role in developing the children’s understanding of becoming empathetic and offering compassion to one another in times of distress.
Throughout the year and in more recent times our Puggles have been offering more emotional support to their peers when identify the need for support, this is
where the breathing techniques, sensory bottles and sensory basket have been wonderful in aiding our Puggles to do so.

The puggles enjoy their story time both at group times and in their
own chosen time throughout the day. We have attached a list of
books you may wish to add to your home collection.
Sharing stories is a wonderful way to connect with our Puggles,
reading stories can offer a secure, calm and safe space for them.
Reading to your children stimulates their ever curious imagination
and helps them to understand the world around them. We find
reading stories a fundamental contributor to build early literacy skills,
become familiar with words and develop language.
This year we had some very enthusiastic Puggles who participated in
Book week, it was fantastic to see the children’s joy in sharing story
time and immersing themselves in characters from their books.
The Puggles also had fun with some face paint that enhanced their
book week characters.
We wish that all our children grow to find love and enjoyment in
reading in the future.

A list of Puggles most requested and favourite books
throughout the year.

Book week

We celebrated pyjama day!
The children wore their pjs and gathered around for a short film while enjoying some special treats. Yummy popcorn and hot chocky !
We hope to celebrate pyjama day next year as it is a wonderful way to spread awareness and funds for children in foster care.

Art experiences,
The children have been busy working on many different forms of artwork as you will have seen in the most recent art show display. We believe providing the children with exposure to materials and tools allows the
opportunity to freely express themselves. The children are provided with opportunities of open-ended exploration and experimentation daily.
We found offering the children a variety of creative mediums provided yet another avenue to relieve stress and leave them feeling calm.
Leonardo da Vinci noticed that:
“Painting embraces all the ten functions of the eye; that is to say, darkness, light, body and colour, shape and location, distance and closeness, motion and rest.”
Creating art trains, you to concentrate on details and pay more attention to your environment. In this way, it acts like meditation.
Not only does art allow for free creative expression it to provides the opportunity to develop fundamental skills. For babies, drawing and art is majorly focused on cause and effect and their ability to make that effect while
building their understanding of concepts.
The Scribble stage is made up of four sub-stages.
Disordered - uncontrolled markings that could be bold or light depending upon the personality of the child. At this age the child has little or no control over motor activity. Longitudinal - controlled repetitions of motions.
Demonstrates visually an awareness and enjoyment of kinesthetic movements. Circular - further exploring of controlled motions demonstrating the ability to do more complex forms. Naming - the child tells stories about the
scribble. There is a change from a kinesthetic thinking in terms of motion to imaginative thinking in terms of pictures. This is one of the great occasions in the life of a human. It is the development of the ability to visualise in
pictures.
As our Puggles build their confidence in creative art expression they have been very busy working in their art books and on collaborative group pieces. The children have shown remarkable progress in their ability to engage in
controlled mark making.

Clovelly Childcare Centre’s annual art show goes digital in 2021
Our families helped us celebrate of our collected artworks 2021 by participating in a pōwhiri fund raiserPōwhiri is the Māori act of giving called Koha which means ‘gift’ or donation’
All individual art works were on sale.
Each room also prepared collaborated art pieces, and they were on offer through a silent auction.
.

Art of freedom and
social justice awareness

Recently the Joeys have been
improving their collaboration
skills when working together to
create artwork. They cut
different shapes of unnamed
drawings and painting, and
pasted them on a large piece of
carboard to create a wonderful
framed collage.

Naidoc week, the children had a lot of fun
getting their hands painted with the colours of
the Aboriginal flag. These handprints were
then printed onto some white material and the
children created a collection of mini-Aboriginal
hand flags.

The Joeys have been busy creating
special jars using materials that have
been recycled. They collected recycled
paper, feathers and other materials to
decorate these jars using PVA glue. The
Joeys have decided to use these jars in a
variety of ways. Some will use them as
pencil or flowerpots, while others would
like to place a tea light inside, making
them mini lanterns.

Joeys
Artistic freedom and Creativity
In the Joeys room, the children are involved in a variety of creative experiences throughout the
year. They experiment with different colours, materials, techniques, and styles of art, which all
seek to develop their creative expression. Because our materials are mostly open ended , our
children have the freedom to choose the medium they wish to work .this is evident by the
different art pieces that are produced . Children have access to the same materials but every
art work is unique . Each child will experience the materials in their own way and they are
freed to express themselves

.

Written by
JoJo

As the year draws to an end, our
children meet another time of
transition and change. Many of our
Joeys choose to draw themselves and
their favourite things throughout the
day, however we decided to take a
closer look at ‘oneself’ by drawing
self-portraits

The Plateenas provocation for the digital Art Show 2021 was inspired by our local
beach .
The watery ocean and muddy earth was a perfect platform to create some
masterpieces

Throughout the year the children
have focused on our natural
environment on Mother Earth
Our community and centre is so
close to our beautiful beaches
and have inspired the Plateenas
to have had a special focus on
the oceans, and all the creatures
that call the oceans their home.
Throughout our year, the
Plateenas have researched the
Whales migrations and watched
them through videos on u-tubes .
The children delighted in
watching the whales swim
through our oceans. The children
listened to their beautiful songs
and sounds as whales they
communicated with each other
We have also focused on light and
colour, and how the oceans are
effected by the sun and the
moon.
Each and every Plateena child
chose to create our beautiful
ocean coloured glass windows.
Their beautiful designs, were
created by the children with
throughout the year.

Medium : Yellow and blue watercolour , glue on glass

To celebrate mud/clay from the earth some
Plateenas artists selected to create floral sculptures

Medium : Three dimensional
sculpture using clay and
dried flowers

The puggles had a whale of a time creating art works for the digital Art Show 2021

SENSORY PAINTING

Intentional teaching experiences that we experience during
playball below and freestyle learning through our trees

Playball Reflections: What Happened at Playball Today
Mixed Skills – Hurdles Team-Work
Warm up
Today we warmed up by running on the spot, touching the sky in our tippy toes,
we stretched down to the ground, jumped up high… and turned around! We
stretched, used our vestibular senses and increased our heart rates.
Muscle Tone
Today we developed our postural muscles on all 4’s by sliding/dragging our
bodies underneath the hurdles like a lizard, paying attention our bottoms
stayed close to the floor so not to knock the hurdle over.
Crossing the Midline
Our zig zag running game helps us cross the midline. This was also a great
opportunity to learn left and right awareness.
Skill: Hurdles
We practised our coordination and balancing skills by jumping over hurdles.
First we zigzagged then we jumped over, and then changed it into jumping over
the hurdles. We finished by crawling like lizards underneath the hurdles, which
strengthens our chest and abdominal muscles. These exercises involved
fitness, spatial skills and needed us to use our timing and judgement skills too.
Game: glue ball
We received balls and practiced our bouncing skills. When the whistle blew, we
had to find a friend with the same or a different colour ball and stick the ball to
to different body parts. This is a fun game practicing coordination, and working
together in partners.

Plateenas growing Sweet Corn & Capsicums [seeds gathered from kitchen]

Herbs Superb

Exploring different ways to grow Potatoes
- in a Pot and in a Straw tower

Our outdoor environments are fabulous ever-evolving spaces that have
continued to provide all the children with so many different learning
opportunities through hands on engagement in all aspects of our
Environmental and Sustainable programs. Personally, I see so much personal
growth in all the children and a deepening understanding of WHY we do What
we do and their role as caretakers of their place. By
As educators , it is so important that we provide all children, age no barrier,
with real and authentic learning experiences for them to build on and
construct their own knowledge of the importance of what they do now assists
in sustaining the environment for future generations to come.
The Bed we built for Zucchini and Cucumbers

Snow & Snap peas – a loved snack

Green Tomatoes

In these weird times we found other ways to connect with
our families. With an abundance of Native Thyme in all
gardens we chose to do a huge harvest of it and gift it to our
families. It began as a suggestion in the Puggles which then
blossomed as a wonderful way for the children to give
and share produce from the garden with their families

Kitchen Garden
The children’s connection with the garden and kitchen has certainly grown stronger over
the past months. We’ve continued to utilise produce from our gardens and the kitchen to
be used in meals, for sneaky snacks or cooking in the classrooms. The Joeys whipped up a
great batch of Spinach & Cheese triangles for their afternoon tea. We’ve introduced new
appliances to expand their knowledge of different ways to prepare food. The airfryer was
used for the Puggles to make chips with the Kale they harvested from the Joeys

Plateenas got to test drive
our Frozen Treat maker –
prepping the fruit into
small pieces and filling
icecube trays with coconut
cream and yoghurt. All the
ingredients had to be
frozen first before the Ice
cream Café opened.
Everyone had a choice of
the mix they wanted
pushed through the
grinder. Places were found
out in the yard to sit and
enjoy their frozen treat.
Puggles were able to test
out the machine with what
was leftover

Engagemen
t

There is always work to be done in our environment and this afternoon
the Joeys knuckled down to attend to the JOBS we just had to do.
This afternoon our tasks included –
❖ Feeding the food scraps bought in by families for our Worm Grande
worms
❖ Collecting all the cardboard boxes used in craft and play that had past
their due by date and put in the Recycle bin
❖ Then Harvest time for the Snow and Snap Peas
Such a productive and enjoyable afternoon. Going out to the worm grande always creates a
buzz – the keenness to seek out the worms and the kneejerk reaction to the smell [very little
mind you] and the fruit flies swarming. Checks were done on the worm wee and poo
compartments before we moved onto the next task. The thrill of a mass pea pick spurred on a
very quick tidy flattening of the cardboard and we were off to the garden. Even though the
children know how to twist the peapod to snap off, the vines do get broken and we have chosen
scissors as the best cutting option.
The majority were in easy reach then it became trickier and the children had to find different
ways to reach their prize. Sally and Vicki were on hand to guide and assist the children as they
stood on the bed edge or tiptoed around the plants. What a crop we got!! One thing the Joeys
demonstrated to me was their sense of Joey community and how they shared the peas equally
[mostly] with each other – even with those who were busy elsewhere. Some chose to eat straight
away, others wrapped them to take home to share with their families

Commitme
nt

Coordinatio
n

Perseveranc
e

Problem
solving

Sharin
g

Team
Work
Focusse
d

We found a recipe last year to make capers out of
Nasturtium seeds [ they call them Poor Mans’ Capers ] but
were too late for the seeds to use. This year we were ready.
Everything needed could be sourced from the garden. The
Puggles harvested seeds from the plant then we soaked
them in a brine solution for several days. Herbs were cut
from their garden bed ready to be added to the seeds and
vinegar pickling solution when it cooled. Children were able
to choose which herbs they wanted to put in their jars and
screw the lid on. Now we wait with our cheese and biscuits
on the ready.

There continues to be a strong
commitment across the centre
community to Reduce, Reuse and
Recycle our waste.
We have devised some new systems
for our food organics waste[FOGO].
Each room has access to a FOGO
kitchen caddy for any morning or
afternoon tea scraps and we are
sending all lunch leftovers back to
the kitchen and get placed in the car
park Fogo bin so the ones in the
playgrounds don’t smell.
Cardboard delivery boxes are
constantly being utilised and
repurposed for many imaginative play
scenarios and art/craft projects
before they are eventually recycled or
cut up as a blanket for our worm farm
Jason puts aside all the fruit and
Vegetable scraps for us to go through
and divide up for the needs of our
guinea pigs, duck & chicken or the
worm farm and compost bins
The children have a great grasp on the
colours of the recycle bins and what
should go in each one. Each room
promotes and encourages their
participation in emptying the small
bins into their larger counterpart and
assisting with taking them out to the
street ready for collection

Through conversations with some of children it became apparent that there was some disconnect
with it and it belonged to the cohort of 2020. It was decided through renovating the hotel the
children would build a connection and take ownership for its upkeep. Charlie Rogers was committed
to the task of cleaning out each floor of the hotel before the rebuild could begin. Floor by floor
materials were placed back into the hotel with specific creatures in mind. The inhabitants of our
natural spaces are extremely lucky to have the Joeys on hand to take care of them and our Bug
Hotel has provided them with a special place to live or vacation in. With all experiences different
avenues of investigations occur and ‘time’ to explore these are crucial. One example of this is on
the following page when Snails became the focus of their attentions.

Reference charts on Bugs and Insects, and the
Whole tree were used as prompts to encourage
conversations and discussions with the children
about the different environments the insects
and bugs like to live in and how we could
renovate the hotel suit each insect or bug.

All surrounding places were checked out in their quest for snails and
many were found in dark or damp spaces. A collection was made of
their finds provoking many discussions and observations of snail
movement.

Our Compost bin, in the Guinea pig enclosure, had been resting long enough and it was time to utilise
it in the garden. The wheelbarrow made it five feet out of the gate before being descended upon by
curious Joeys wanting to know what was in the barrow. When worms were discovered they wanted to
sift through the compost in search of them. As the barrow was destined for the Plateenas we shared a
tray of compost for them to continue their worm investigations. The same thing occurred when the
wheelbarrow entered the Plateenas - the children discovered so many worms in the compost and
shared their excitement with others when they found a one [there were baby ones and very long
ones]. The Compost eventually made it to the garden beds and was dug in. There was an open
discussion about how it is important worms are in the soil because they create tunnels in the soil to
enable water, air and nutrients to circulate keeping our earth healthy. The Compost, its self, enriches
the soil to help boost the growth of our plants and vegetables.

Update on Woolworths
on our
Junior Landcare Grant

We have had a few setbacks about the type of
beds we were using and had to have everything
approved through our Lessor, Randwick Council,
which has been quite a process. We are edging
ever closer to action and we will keep you updated
of our progress.

The Joeys have been engaged in drawing designs for their new garden beds –
incorporating their own ideas or using the provocation pictures for inspiration

I found Connie’s drawing and had to talk to
her about it and whether she had drawn
anything in particular. She replied “Yes, come
with me and I will show you”. We walked up
to the top garden and she pointed to the
purple and pink flowering plants. “These
ones”, as she spread her out toward them. I
said “How wonderful Connie, you have drawn
our Sage plants flowering”.

Our children are very observant of their
environment they see all – below and
above the ground and up into the sky.
They notice any changes that occur in
their environment, like when George
came over to me with a serious
question to ask “What happened over
there?” [pointing out into the yard]. I
asked him “What do you mean
George?”. He pointed toward the tree
in the yard – “That tree has leaves on it
when before it was just branches”. This
moment provided the perfect
opportunity to discuss plant cycles and
the seasons.

Interactions with The Guinea Pigs

Our beautiful Guinea pigs are a big part of our Clovelly community and it is part of the daily
routine to transport them , our homemade carry bags are working so well, from their night hutch
to their day enclosure. Generally, the children have cuddles with them before they get put in but
we wanted to create opportunities for them to interact with them in other ways. One idea was to
put the children in the enclosure where they needed to develop a calm approach to engage with
the guineas. There were simple rules made – Don’t chase them, Be calm and talk quietly to them
and be Gentle when holding them on their laps . The children were thrilled and I don’t think the
guinea pigs minded all the attention as they became more adjusted to the company in their pen.

Latest Weigh-In - Oct

Mulberries
The other JOY for the children has been seeking out and picking the
mulberries from the tree. Oh those sweet, juicy berries that stain your
fingers and mouth. Even the sneaky pickers couldn’t hide what they’d
eaten. With a mass of fruit all rooms were able to visit and indulge
themselves with what they harvested. Such keen eyes finding “ a
black” one. When the pickings became slim their eagerness never
waned and many of the Joeys who wanted more were open to trying
some berries that were still a little red. They were game for the
challenge and the result was …. A screwed up facial expression and
when asked what it was like the answer came back ‘ It’s Sour”

music is joy, music is love, music is freedom

I remember ……..
A few years ago, I embarked on a project to begin
writing collaborative compositions with the
children surrounding their interests. I was
approached by an ex student who asked me: “Can I
write a song with you?” I was excited about the
teachable opportunity that had just been
presented to me and when I asked what they
would like to write a song about, the child turned
to me with a mysterious look on their face and
replied: “The green monster in the tree!” This lead
to a process where the child drew me a picture of
the subject, then told me the story, which became
the lyrics for the song. Then, we sat together and
worked through different musical concepts, such
as tone, tempo, rhythm, key and pitch, making
choices together to build the composition.
Through this process, the child was able to explore
these different basic musical concepts, becoming
aware of them and making meaning. The end
result was a complete hit with all of the children
within the room, leading to requests to work on
other children’s ideas with them.

The children at Clovelly have been extremely busy
through musical exploration over the past few months.
I recently re-introduced these songs to the Joeys and they have become the soundtrack of our
classrooms! Along with this, I explained how these songs came to be, leading to many requests
to work together to create more songs. The Joeys children have begun to work through the same
process of composition, where many funny and imaginative ideas have come from the children.
Some of these included the obvious monster songs, as well as witches and celestial bodies, such
as the sun. Two weeks ago, the first new composition was completed by a child in the Joeys and
myself, ‘The Blue Monster.’ Through these experiences, children are emersed in musical
concepts, which they both consciously and subconsciously absorb, building their musical
vocabulary and understanding. They also experience the joy of music through these experiences,
expressing themselves and making meaning through music.

Due to a few fears and the age group,
the Puggles have not been grooving
to the above mentioned songs.
They,however, continue to explore
different concepts through their
music sessions. Some of these include
mathematical concepts, time,
characteristics of different animals,
spatial awareness and feelings. They
also observe music as a means to
transition to different times of their
daily routine. The joy and love the
Puggles display for music is
infectious!

In the Plateenas, these
compositions have been
embraced with vigour and
excitement. Requests come
every day to play the set of
‘Monster Songs.’ We have all
observed the children’s
reactions to the songs, as they
move and dance to the music.
They have displayed an
incredible ability to adjust
their bodies and shape shift
according to the changing
moods in each song. When
the ‘Red Monster’ is played, it
is amazing to watch the
energy of the music spill out
of the children, as they
bounce around and head bang
in a wild mosh pit! Along with
their dances, the Plateenas
have brought in props to
these sessions. Some of the
children, remembering our
recycled drumming from
earlier this year, gather pots,
pans and buckets, joining in
and playing along with the
guitar. Others have brought
over spades and line up next
to each other on the wooden
planks. They then proceed to
play air guitar along with the
music. I have had a discussion
with the Plateenas about how
these songs came to be and
the children are very keen to
begin to create their own
compositions through the
same process. This will
continue until the end of the
year and hopefully into next.

News bits
Visit from the dentist 9/11/21

Our beautiful zee has a special end of year gift box .
I'm offering a Christmas gift box with any 3 of my products
(Shakshuka sauce, preserved lemon, and paprika oil) for $50
for the Clovelly family (normally $55).
To enjoy this special offer they need to place their order by
the 25th of November (for mid-December collection from the
Clovelly child care centre).
To place orders email zeesloveinajar@gmail.com to learn
more about the product visit www.loveinajar.co
When it's your last day for the year at the centre?
Please let me know if you need any more information.
Thank you for your support!
Much love Zee

Call out to all our families -Family cared for and loved chooks looking for a loving home : Luca and Francesca are moving and need to find a
home for their beloved chooks (they have 7 ).please ask Debbie /Leticia for details

